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RESOURCE OVERVIEW

Grades K–6
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Writing is the painting
of the voice.
A chapter a day will
light your way.
Reading is
dreaming with
open eyes.

MAKE EVERY STUDENT
A SUCCESS STORY
Wonders for Indiana

is designed
to foster a love of reading in all children. Through
exploration of texts and daily development of their
skills as readers, writers, speakers, and active listeners,
students experience the power of literacy. Our focus on
teaching the whole child – and every child – prepares
students to be lifelong learners and critical thinkers.
By providing a comprehensive set of connected
resources for all learners in grades K–6, Wonders
offers Indiana educators the ability to adapt instruction
with confidence as students grow.
Combining the work of literacy experts with research
on social emotional learning, Wonders helps you
strengthen skills, bolster learning, and encourage
independence, enhancing the important and inspiring
work you do in your classroom, every day.

READING MAKES YOUR
WORLD BIG.
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TEACH IT

YOUR WAY

ACKNOWLEDGING YOUR EXPERTISE,
SUPPORTING YOUR INSTRUCTION
Every teacher has a unique set of
skills and a personal teaching style
that reaches students in a way that no
one else can. You know your students
better than almost anyone, and you do
everything you can to make learning
an empowering experience that guides
them on their educational pathways.

Data Dashboard
Ready-to-go presentations

As a result, student and teacher choice
are at the heart of Wonders. These
resources were designed to support
you and your entire classroom as you
teach your way—whether you follow our
recommended pathway of instruction or
create your own workshop lessons using
our resources.

Digital planner, customizable to your
classroom rhythm and pacing

Wonders for Indiana:
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Makes it easy to integrate your favorite

Focuses on student-centered learning,

resources or use our resources with

small-group teaching, and minilessons

your preferred approach or framework

with embedded support for English

– including workshop-focused, blended

Language Learners, gifted and talented

learning, project-based learning, and

students, and students in need of Tier 2

authentic literature-focused.

support.

TAKING LEARNING BEYOND
THE BOOK
Wonders brings the best in blended learning to
your Indiana classroom. Every print resource is
also available digitally, and your digital workspace
includes thousands more readers, hundreds of
games, interactive texts, videos, songs, a digital
Writer’s Notebook, research projects, and a
myriad of optional resources to extend every
lesson and respond to students’ interests.
In grades 2-6, students can practice responsible
Additional
phonics
both online
and in print, are available at point of use. Resources like
use of social
media,
in aactivities,
controlled
setting
the Language
Transfers
Handbook,
which bridges phonics in other languages to English, offer
focused on core
academic
content.
This prepares
targeted support to expand instruction whenever students need it.
them for StudySync®, available for grades 6-12.
In short, you’ll find just the right resources for
every learner in your class.

Your Indiana 6–12 ELA solution
Grade 1 Teacher’s Edition, U2, W2, p. T25

Phonics Practice Game: Blending Long A

Beyond the Need for Speed: Reading Fluency

w

Decodable Readers and Take-Home Stories (in Grade K and 1 practice books) offer expanded
opportunities for students to practice fluency independently in school and at home.

Helps you choose your pathway with

where they need to be, in both print and

resources for modeled reading, shared

digital formats –100% print, 100% digital,

reading, guided reading, and independent

or anywhere in between.

practice and application in every new

Bases instruction on research—and is

week or text set.

dedicated to putting best practices into

Provides resources and tools that meet

the daily routines of your classroom.

students where they are and take them
Decodable Readers

Decodable Readers

Take-Home Story

Shared reading offers a prime opportunity to focus on fluency,
while students read as a class or small groups, and then reread
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WHOLE
CHILD

TEACHING THE

READING, WRITING, AND CRITICAL THINKING

Your students are learning so much more than reading in your
classroom. They’re learning how to learn, how to master new
content areas, and how to handle themselves in and out of the
classroom. Research shows that learning these skills leads to
increased academic success. Wonders resources have been
developed to support you in teaching the whole child, for success
this school year – and throughout their lives.
Wonders for Indiana is organized around three related focus areas
to help students learn how to learn and become critical thinkers:
social emotional learning, habits of learning, and classroom culture.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
LEARNING
grounds students in the
classroom and teaches
self-mastery.

HABITS OF LEARNING
prepare students to
master standards… and
to be lifelong learners.

CLASSROOM CULTURE
sets the stage for
collaboration, focus, and a
love of reading.

DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKERS
Mastery of reading, writing, speaking, and listening
Knowledge that spans content areas
College and career readiness
Strong results this year and beyond
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These six habits of learning were specifically designed to encourage
curiosity and critical thinking, and are reinforced throughout the year
and across the grades. They teach children how to learn, and to master
the skills that will prepare them for the iLearn state test. Each unit of
instruction focuses on one habit that will set students up for success.
I use a variety of
strategies to understand.

I think critically
about what I read.
ask questions

make predictions
take notes
think about how a piece is
organized
visualize

look for text evidence

think across domains
make inferences

I write to communicate.

I am part of a
community of learners.

build on others’ thoughts

think about my message

share what I know

think about my audience

choose the right words

talk with my peers

gather information
before I act or speak

use rubrics

I believe I can succeed.
challenge myself
stay on task

listen actively

I am a problem solver.
analyze the problem
try different ways

Classroom culture fosters the development of your community
of learners. Your Teacher’s Edition highlights opportunities to
strengthen classroom relationships, such as collaboration, restating
your community focus, and developing a love of reading.
The resources in Wonders are designed to help you build mastery
of reading, writing, speaking, listening, and thinking – across
content areas – giving students the tools they’ll need for academic
success in every subject and every grade.
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Social
EMOTIONAL Learning
Positive social emotional learning (SEL) gives young learners the critical
competencies to experience success in school and life with understanding,
flexibility, support, and resiliency. Research shows that students’ ability to
regulate their own emotions and behaviors affects their ability to build and
maintain relationships with others, which in turn has a direct impact on their
academic success.

The
SEL Curriculum
for Grades
K and 1
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We are proud to partner with Sesame Workshop, the
nonprofit educational organization, to provide an
integrated approach to SEL skills within the Wonders
curriculum. Key SEL foundations are sequenced
through three interrelated strands: approaches to
learning, social and emotional development, and
executive function.

The SEL Lesson Plan
Each SEL lesson is built on active engagement, carefully
crafted to bolster each week’s targeted literacy skills.
Student-Centered Media support a specific SEL
competency. Additional resources help guide learning
before and after co-viewing.

Engage Together is an
active learning experience
that bridges students’ prior
knowledge and skills to the
SEL concept.

Explore Together is a
“view and do” experience
that combines a mediabased investigation with
collaborative learning.

Connect the Learning
through language-rich
interactions that transfer
students’ understandings
to everyday moments and
learning at home.

Family Time

TM & © 2020 Sesame Workshop

Research highlights a consistent relationship between
family engagement and student achievement.
We engage families in their children’s education and
development through a powerful home-school partnership
that strengthens SEL skills.
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TEACHING THROUGH

GENRE

GETTING ON THE PATH TO
INDEPENDENT READING

Wonders for Indiana is grounded throughout in a firm understanding
of genre. Students read widely across connected text sets, notice and
annotate, listen and speak about what they’ve noticed, and write in
the genre using an expert model or mentor text. Along the way, they
are learning the elements of each genre, looking at author’s craft, and
gaining the skills they need to read independently.

Informational Text
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By mastering the key features of each genre, students are better
prepared to understand subject matter, read more broadly
and deeply, and write about what they know. They’ll be ready
to approach any text – whether their interests and curiosities
draw them to literature, biography, nonfiction, or drama – and
communicate effectively, preparing them for futures in humanities,
STEM, and careers we haven’t even dreamed of.

Argumentative Text
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Grade 1 Teacher’s Edition, U2,

FOUNDATIONS
OF
LITERACY BEGINS
WITH FIRM FOUNDATIONS

RIGOR

Beyond the Need

Decodable Readers and T
opportunities for students

Wonders for Indiana offers a thorough grounding in foundational
skills, from children’s first steps in phonemic awareness and
print concepts, through sophisticated academic vocabulary and
advanced morphological analysis. All along the way, integrated
Tier 2 lessons fill any gaps quickly.
As they enhance understanding, students are
encouraged to listen before speaking, speak
before writing, and think critically all along – asking
questions, finding text evidence, and building a
more advanced set of literacy tools. With integrated
grammar, spelling, and handwriting instruction,
students build their capabilities every day.

Decodable Readers

Shared reading offers a p
while students read as a c
in pairs. In Grade 1, Focus
Texas Wonders offers opp
students; the fluency routi

Context Clues
Read a paragraph in a current
newspaper or magazine.
List any words that are unfamiliar to you.

Unfamiliar
Words

Look for context clues in the
paragraph to help you figure
out the meanings of the words.
Write any clues you find.
Use a dictionary
to check meanings.

www.connected.mcgraw-hill.com

•

You need

COLLABORATE

Interactive Games and Activities

•

Grade 3

20

Minutes

› newspaper
or magazine
› pen and paper
› dictionary

PHONICS/W0RD STUDY

Context clues help you figure out the
meaning of an unfamiliar word. They can
appear in the same paragraph as the word.

14

Grade 1 Teacher’s Edition,
U2, W2, p. T113
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7 Plan and draft an opinion essay
understanding.

4.2
4

4.11(A), 4.11(B)(i)-(ii), 4.12(C)
4.7(G), 4.8(C)

Spe
Vo

Grammar

ca

7altU

7 Identify
use irregular verbs
Inquiry
and and
Research

ES

SOCIA

4.11(D)(ii)
• Conduct
an interview
• Produce a podcast or recording of an interview
Response/Analytical
Writing
of a person who has helped
your community
TU
L S DI
74.1(A),
Write4.13(A),
responses
that
demonstrate
4.13(C)
understanding

S

Every year, as students develop fluency,
Content
Area 4.13(E)
Learning
4.7(B), 4.7(C),
they are also increasing their knowledge
• Explain how individuals can participate
Inquiry
and Research
voluntarily
in civic affairs at state and local
TEXT
of science and social studies topics ANCHOR
to
levels
activities such as holding public
• Readthrough
a diagram.
officials
toa their
word
•
Produce
slide
show that illustrates the life
prepareTEXT
for broader content area learning,
ANCHOR
Social
TEKS:
cycle Studies
of a crop
and4.17(B)
its journey from the field to
shipment.
integrating new ideas, and making deeper
8 Skill: Main Idea and Key
Aguinaldo
connections between
texts. They’re also Details 4.6(H), 4.13(B)-(C), 4.13(E), 4.13(H)
Learning 1
diving into a world of rich authentic literature
What do all theContent
details
in Area
the
second
Scaffolded
supports
for English Language
• Explore,
illustrate,
and compare life cycles in
paragraph on page
202 have
common?
Learners
are in
embedded
throughout the
and stories that connect them to the world
living
instruction.
(They are all about
theorganisms
way planets rotate as
Sciencethe
TEKS
4.10(C)
they travel.) Determine
main
idea (c)2.C.2,
of this (c)2.C.3,
(c)1.A.1,
(c)1.A.2,
around them in new, inspiring ways.
ENCE
CI

(c)2.D.1,
(c)3.F.2,
paragraph. (Planets rotate
on (c)3.E.1,
their axes
as (c)4.F.2
(c)4.F.7, (c)4.G.3, (c)5.C.1, (c)5.D.2
they travel.) Add the key details and the main
idea to your chart.

squ
4

• Pho
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• 4.2
D

2
Flue
• Spe
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W
4.4
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o
s
b
c
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4
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• R
r
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Literature Anthology

Have students apply what they learned as they
read.

4.3(A), 4.3(B), 4.6(D), 4.7(F), 4.8(D),
4.10(B) 4.10(E)
(c)4.C.2, (c)4.F, (C)4.G, (c)4.J
A C T

What makes this text complex?

Prior Knowledge
Sentence Structure
Genre/Structure
Specific Vocabulary
Workstation Activity Cards
Connection of Ideas

Detail
Scaffolded
supports for English Language
throughout the
instruction.

Learners
embedded
Planets rotate
as theyare
travel.

(c)1.B.1, (c)2.C.4, (c)2.D.1, (c)2.I.3, (c)3.B.2,
Detail

(c)3.D.1,line
(c)3.E.1,(c)3.G.1, (c)3.H.3,
Planets rotate around an (c)3.B.3,
axis, an imaginary
(c)4.F.2, (c)4.F.8, (c)4.F.9,
running through the(c)4.C.1,
center vertically.

rec
gif
sup

(c)4.G.4, (c)5.B.2, (c)5.D.3, (c)5.G.3

Detail

Earth rotates all the way around its tilted
axis in 24 hours.
Main Idea
All planets rotate on their axes while traveling.

Inquiry Space Performance Tasks
Build Vocabulary page 202

Close Reading Routine

imaginary: not real; existing only in the mind

DOK 1–2
• Identify key ideas and details about helping
your community.
• Take notes and summarize.
• Use A C T prompts as needed.

DOK 2–3
• Analyze the text, craft, and structure.
• Use Reading/Writing Companion, pp. 14–16.

DOK 4
• Integrate knowledge and ideas.
• Make text-to-text connections.
• Use the Integrate lesson.
• Inspire action.

Close Reading Routine
T43A

Access Complex Text

Literature Anthology, pp. 20

Literature Anthology, pp. 178–179

Specific Vocabulary

DIFFERENTIATED READING

Review with students that authors often provide
definitions or restatements in the surrounding sentences
Approaching Level Have students listen to the selection
to clarify the meanings of unfamiliar words. Point out the
summary. Use the Reread prompts during Small-Group time.
word elliptical on page 202.
On Level and Beyond Level Pair students or have them
• What does elliptical mean? (oval-shaped) Have a
independently complete the Reread prompts on Reading/
volunteer read aloud the sentence that defines
Writing Companion pages 14–16.
elliptical.
English Language Learners Before reading, have Beginning
and Early-Intermediate ELLs listen to a summary of the
selection, available in multiple languages. See also Small
ACT: Access Complex Text
Group pages.
T45I UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2

UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2
T045A_T045L_CR20_TX_T3v2_U3GS1_WG_AT1_123456_217671.indd

• Identify conte
(spin around)

• What does ax
through the c
Have a volunt
axis.
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DIFFERENTIATED
FOR EVERY STUDENT

A PATH FORWARD
FOR EVERY LEARNER
Wonders for Indiana provides you with a collection of resources
and instruction to move students ahead as soon as they’re ready.
Differentiated instruction is built into the resources and lessons,
providing all students with the scaffolding or extensions they need
to be an active part of their classroom community of learners.

Your STRUGGLING READERS
find targeted support including
Tier 2 resources, to help them
“level up.”

12

GIFTED AND TALENTED

students will find additional choices
to extend their reading, research
areas of interest, and write about
everything they’ve learned.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
are supported with instruction directly
integrated into your core Wonders
curriculum, providing both academic and
social language acquisition. Resources
are built to ensure equity of access for
all, from newcomers to thoseLawith
nguage
Transfers
advanced proficiency.
Handbook

English Learner
Benchmark Assessments
also available online

Grades K–5

Unit 3: Community
Words and Phrases to Elicit

Prompts

fers Handbook

McGraw-Hill

e.com/readingw
onders

Grades 3-6

Use the following prompts to extend vocabulary and to further engage students in collaborative conversations about the photographs.

Language Trans

www.mheonlin

My Community

Language
Transfers
Handbook

• Identifies tran
sfera
sounds, phonics ble and non-transfera
ble
, and grammar
skills
• Includes Span
ish and other
languages
• Provides sam
ple lessons and
using cognates
practice

My
Community
15a-15d

What do you see?
Where do you think this is?
What are they doing?
What is he doing?
What are they wearing?
How are they feeling?
How is he feeling?

Technology
16a-16e

Where are they?
What are they doing?
What are they doing differently?
What do you think he is doing?
Why do you think that?

Transportation
17a-17e

What do you see?
Where do you think it is going?
Where do you think they are
going?
Why do you think that?

15a: firefighters, fire station, talking, fire fighter uniforms, happy, good, smiling, laughing
15b: stores, small town, United States; (I Think this is ____.)
15c: kids in a garden, community garden, picking vegetables, T-shirts, pants, happy, smiling
15d: neighborhood, delivering mail, house, carrying mail

16a: computer lab, working on projects, researching, talking, listening
16b: woods, forest, trail, park, taking a photograph, mom is holding camera phone, kids are posing
16c: living room, home, watching television, using computer, using smartphone
16d: watching a video, researching, he’s having fun, smiling
16e: museum, science center, looking at a map, learning, pointing, studying, looking closely

17a: silver train, downtown
17b: big, orange boat, ferry, Staten Island, New York, written on the boat;

photo:

Staten Island Ferry, New York

City, New York
17c: big, silver, blue, train, far away, into a city, out of a city
17d: cars, trucks, vans, into a city, out of a city
17e: large, white, green, airplane, far away, city

Food and
Meals
18a-18d

Where do you think they are?
What are they doing?
What are they eating?
How do you think they feel
about it?

Shopping
19a-19d

What do you see?
Where do you think they are?
What are they doing?

18a: restaurant, talking, listening, having fun, handing the menu, happy because they are smiling
18b: picnic, back/front yard, eating together, family reunion, fruit, grapes, apples, salad, lemonade, happy,
smiling, laughing; (I think they are ____.)
18c: restaurant, eating, talking, laughing, salad, soup, pizza, excited, happy, smiling, laughing
18d: home, school,
eating,
pizza,
happy
Grades
3-6
• Newcomer

Visuals • Unit 3

15c

kali9/Getty Images

19a: two girls, shoe store, shopping for shoes, comparing prices, checking prices
19b: girl and her mom, sister, clothing store, shopping for clothes, comparing prices, checking sizes
19c: yard sale, front yard, buying a plate, selling a plate
19d: family, parents and son, grocery store, supermarket, farmer’s market, buying apples, laughing

Education

K-5

DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTION
Your digital Data Dashboard helps you keep
track of growth and proficiency, providing
instructional recommendations along the
way, and offers you instructional flexibility
with confidence—giving you more time to
engage with students one-on-one as you
teach your way.
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WRITING
UNIT 1

READING/WRITING COMPANION 1.1

HELPING STUDENTS BECOME
STRONG, CONFIDENT WRITERS

In Wonders for Indiana, students engage in daily writing
practice and learn to develop habits of writing that will
equip them to communicate their thoughts and beliefs
in writing – clearly and effectively. Students write about
reading, building skills as they go, and follow the writing
process, developing a strong routine that will impact
their use of the written word throughout their lives.
WondersMHE.com

McGraw-Hill Education

Grade 1 • Unit 1

UNITS 1–2

READING/WRITING COMPANION 4.1–2

The interactive student edition ensures that students
read with pencil in hand, talk productively with partners,
and write whenever they read. Students master the close
reading routine, respond to the shared read, apply skills
and strategies, talk, cite text evidence, and write.

READING/WRITING
COMPANION

WondersMHE.com

retigh
EIa
N
hbo
ts

Share and Evaluate

d
an

Publish
Practice presenting your work
with a partner. Use this checklist.

rs

Read
Paragraphs 1-2

Summarize
What did Galileo study?

Thanks to the astronomer Galileo, we
know a lot about the Sun and the rest of
our solar system.

Circle text evidence.
Paragraph 3

Telescopes: Looking Up

Review Your Work

Yes

(bkgd) Ian McKinnell/Photographer’s Choice/Getty Images; (b) StockTrek/Getty Images

I used descriptive details.

Speaking and Listening
Reread
I spoke clearly.

I listened carefully to others.

SHARED READ

Respond to Reading

Quick Tip

information. Use your notes and graphic organizer.

Headings help you to find
information. Use these
sentence starters to
discuss the text and
organize your ideas.

How does the author organize the text to help you understand that
there are different points of view and claims about genetically
modified foods?

• The heading “Support
for Superfoods” has
information about . . .

Discuss the prompt below. Think about how the author organizes the
I asked questions to get information.

Gaetano Images Inc./Alamy

COLLABORATE

Unit 2

COLLABORATE

Component: SE_WAG

Vendor: MPS

Grade: 1_U2W5

PDF-Pass

Grammar Connections
Check that you have
capitalized any proper
nouns or acronyms. The
names of countries,
historical periods, and
documents need to be
capitalized, such as
Zambia, the Golden Age,
and the Declaration of
Independence. An acronym
is usually formed from the
first letter of each word in
a term. For genetically
modified foods, the
acronym is GM foods.

068_069_CR20_TX_SE4v2_U3W5_RRRI_901939_147851.indd 68

Program: TX 2020

Component: Cons
Grade: 4

Review a Draft Listen carefully as a partner reads his or her work aloud.
Take002-003_CR20_TX_SE3v2_U3W12_SR_901935.indd
notes about what you liked
and what was difficult to follow. Begin
3
by telling what you liked about the draft. Ask questions that will help the
Program: CR20
Component: SR
writer think more about the writing. Make suggestions you think will
Vendor: Lumina
Grade: 3
make the writing stronger. Use these sentence starters.

Unit 3 • Expository Text

Do I begin with an
introduction that gives
the main idea of the
topic?

One more supporting fact you might add is . . .

Do I present
information in an
organized way?

This part is unclear to me. Can you explain what . . . ?

Do I use precise words
and formal language?

The conclusion can be made stronger by . . .

Do I end with a strong
conclusion?

Partner Feedback After your partner gives you feedback on your draft,
write one of the suggestions that you will use in your revision. Refer to
the rubric on page 85 as you give feedback.

Do I have correct
grammar and spelling,
including correctly
capitalized proper
nouns?

Revision As you revise your draft, use the Revising Checklist to help you
figure out what text you may need to move, elaborate on, or delete.
Remember to use the rubric on page 85 to help with your revision.

PDF PASS
TEKS 4.1(A), 4.11(C)

Unit 5 • Expository Text

078_085_CR20_TX_SE4v3_U5W56_WR_901940_531049.indd 83

83

10/24/17 2:23 PM

Program: TX20 SE

Component: Consumable

Vendor: SPi

Grade: 4

PDF PASS

3

06/01/18 4:32 PM

DoesPDF
each
paragraph
Pass
have a main idea and
supporting details?

After you finish giving each other feedback, reflect on the peer
conference. What was helpful? What might you do differently next time?

06/10/17 10:16 am

Vendor: SPi Global

about how the exclamation
marks help add feeling.

Revising Checklist

Based on my partner's feedback, I will

TEKS 4.7(D), 4.9(D)(iii), 4.9(E)(i), 4.10(A), 4.11(D)(ix)

Unit 3 • Argumentative Text

Take turns reading the first

EXPOSITORYparagraph
TEXT with expression. Talk

The beginning of your essay needs . . .

18/09/17 8:36 pm

Program: TX_Wonders

Fluency
The moon is Earth’s
closest neighbor.

TEKS 3.4, 3.6(G), 3.7(D), 3.9(D) Social Studies TEKS 3.16(A)

• “The Long Term” tells
about . . .
148_157_CR20_TX_SE1v2_U2W5_WAG_901911.indd 156

Reread

Author's Craft
How does the author help you
see what an astronomer does?

Peer Conferences

• The heading “Safety
Issues” has information
about . . .

TEKS: 1.1(A), 1.1(B)(ii), 1.1(C)

Main Idea and Key Details
Underline details that describe
what Galileo saw. What is the
main idea of this section?

Galileo did not invent the telescope.
However, 400 years ago he did build one
that was strong enough to study the sky.
When Galileo looked into space, he saw the
rocky surface of the Moon. When he looked
at the Sun, he discovered spots on its
fiery surface.

No

I wrote a fantasy story.
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FIND TEXT EVIDENCE

If the Sun could talk, it might say,
“Look at me! Look at my sunspots! I am
so hot!” Without the Sun, Earth would be
a cold, dark planet. How do we know this?

Writing

68

READING/WRITING
COMPANION

EXPOSITORY TEXT

Present your work.

156

McGraw-Hill Education

Grade 4 • Units 1–2

Students work on extended writing in specific genres, carefully
guided through the writing process from planning through
presenting. Targeted minilessons and embedded opportunities
for teacher and peer conferencing help students develop into
effective writers.

Narrative Nonfiction

Genre Study

Narrative Nonfiction

Key Features
• Tells a story about a real person or people
and real events

Genre Study

Argumentative Text
Key Features
• Tries to persuade a reader to support a
position or idea

• Has a text structure that includes the
order in which things happen, and may be
based on problem and solution

• Includes details, reasons, and evidence to
support the claim
• May include text features, such as graphs
and labels

• May have text features including photos
and captions to give additional information

Genre Study

Realistic Fiction
Key Features
• Has a logical story structure, with a clear
beginning, middle, and end
• Has characters, a setting, and events that
are realistic

Realistic Fiction

Scaffolded
Shared
Read

Teach It Your Way

Incorporate your own resources to customize your text set!

Teach It Your Way

Scaffolded
Shared
Read

Argumentative Text

• May include illustrations and literary
elements such as dialogue

Incorporate your own resources to customize your text set!
T009a_CR20_TX_T2v3_U3GS1_UFM_TAB_901880_1051258.indd

25/01/18

08:28PM

The Writer’s Notebook offers new blended learning
options for writing instruction and independent practice.
Students have a digital toolkit of writing and markup
Teach It Your Way
tools to use as they develop,
rewrite, and publish
their pieces. Teachers and parents may log
in to check for progress, and you can
provide feedback digitally, making it
possible for students to work through
the entire writing process online.
Component: UFM

Vendor: Lumina

Grade: 2

PDF Pass

Writer’s

eb
Not ook

Program: CR20

Scaffolded
Shared
Read

Incorporate your own resources to customize your text set!

T109A_CR20_TX_T3v1_U1GS2_WFM_TAB_901884.indd

09/02/18

Program: CR20

Component: TE FM

Vendor: Lumina

Grade: 3

12:02PM

PDF Pass
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PREPARE
with PURPOSE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
RESOURCES FOR GETTING STARTED
IN YOUR CLASSROOM

START SMART

overview

In the same way that you want to prepare your
students for success, we want to ensure that
you have the resources and support you need
to implement Wonders with success – and
confidence.

Author Insights
Identify research that supports Wonders’ pedagogy.

Social Emotional Learning
Learn how Wonders helps students develop the
ability to manage emotions and engage in prosocial
behavior.

Understand how Wonders develops critical habits
that will help students succeed in school and
throughout life.

Routines
Find out how the instructional routines help students
take ownership of their learning.

Classroom Culture
Recognize key aspects of the Classroom Culture that
can facilitate students’ Habits of Learning.

Teach It Your Way
Determine how to adapt instruction and incorporate
different approaches to best meet students’ needs.
Use the Placement and Diagnostic Assessments
to determine instructional and grouping needs
for your students.

Both in-person and online, the Indiana Wonders team is available
to support your professional development goals and meet your
school’s needs. Digital PD is available 24/7, on-demand, with
courses and resources to help you make the most of Wonders.
Contact a member of the team to discuss on-site PD options.
We look forward to partnering with you.

Point-of-use professional development
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
See the online Professional
Development at
my.mheducation.com as
well as the Instructional
Routine Handbook for more
information about how to
teach with Wonders.

Habits of Learning

wavebreakmedia/Shutterstock

In the first unit of every grade, the Start Smart
pages of your Teacher’s Edition provide an
overview and explanation of the instructional
lessons and routines.

Start Smart provides an overview of the instructional
lessons and routines within Wonders by providing an
explanation of the Unit 1 genre study Teacher’s Edition
lessons. Learn about the purpose and strength of
Wonders instruction through the following features:

Point-of-use coaching videos

START SMART

S1

NOTES
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Make Every Student a Success Story

Visit us online at

mheonline.com/indiana
Access a free digital sample at

mheonline.com/sampleindianaLiteracy
w

For more information, please contact your sales representative.
Tony Johnson

Southwest Indiana Sales Representative
812-698-1873 | tony.johnson@mheducation.com

Neal McCutcheon

Northwest Indiana Sales Representative
765-655-6024 | neal.mccutcheon@mheducation.com

Bill Miller

Northeast Indiana Sales Representative
317-518-2551 | bill.miller@mheducation.com

Dan Helms

Southeast Indiana Sales Representative
855-233-3298 | daniel.helms@mheducation.com
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